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ISSUES
WPNR- 90.7 FM provides their listeners with programming and public service announcements that address
issues of concern to our local community. Among the issues determined to be of most concern to the
community during the preceding calendar quarter were:

Ø COVID19 - In light of the worldwide pandemic, WPNR-FM is running a PSA campaign aimed at reminding
people how to remain safe and to be vigilant with health safety.  Student shows have scripted reminders about
protocols around campus and good practice for the public.

Ø SAFETY - A myriad of issues such as driving, mental health issues, smart home ownership, fire prevention,
emergency preparedness, etc. are all important issues that we address through public service announcements. While
each are important areas to consider they all boil down to finding ways to remain safe and be more conscious about
safety.

Ø DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION - Not only is WPNR-FM operated by Utica College, an institution that strives to
support issues of diversity and inclusion, but our local service area is very multicultural.  From promoting events on
campus and online that allow people to learn about each other to helping people understand how to address subjects
that may often be difficult to discuss or understand, these are important topics to address.  In the current cultural
climate of opposition and tension, it’s more important than ever to find ways to understand each other, feel
represented, and include everyone - no matter their preferences or backgrounds.

Ø HEALTH – From heart disease, to cancer, to the common cold, meningitis, to depression and stress.  The issues of
health have an effect in every community, everywhere, at some level.  Trying to stay in tune with what’s important
to our listening audience and addressing that through various local student programs, syndicated programming (The
Health Show from WAMC),  and a year round public service announcement campaign are a staple programming at
WPNR-FM.

Ø THE ARTS - With a lack of access to many things during the pandemic, that included the Harry F and Mary Ruth
Jackson Lunch Hour Series at Utica College.  This series would welcome the community and campus to join
together for a music performance, speaker, author, or poetry writer for an hour each Wednesday.  With no campus
access WPNR has taken up that responsibility in a virtual format.  This on top of public service announcements,
WAMC’s syndicated The Book Show, and our consistent work with UC Theater; the arts are a WPNR focus issue.
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